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Newsletter
The warm weather earlier in August reduced the number of birds at the garden feeders, I expect they were sheltering although frequently bathing in the trough, but hedgehogs have
been active in many gardens. 4 regularly attend a friends garden for their supper. I have one
which I think lives under some planks behind the shed, I love it for keeping pests at bay but it
has to run the gauntlet of my terrier on it’s nightly perambulations. She doesn’t hurt it
(she’d probably come off worse if she tried) but quietly scrapes a moat around it leaving it
marooned on an island and my grass looking like bomb craters on the Somme. He/she (how
do you tell?) seems to suffer no ill effects and trundles on its way when I remove the dog, so
please don’t report me….I do try to keep said terrier in at dusk. A keen hedgehog supporter,
Alexis Thompson writes on page 9
One of the few plus points of the continuing lockdown, has been for some whose grown children have returned home to isolate. One reports having her three boys under the same roof
for the first time in years, another whose flat bound London young can be collected for a
weekend at home, have been enjoying the company of their independent offspring and becoming closer because of it, the only drawback being a huge increase in the food bills!!
The new downside is a rise in litter...disposable face masks… I counted 5 when shopping the
other day, and unusually for me, was slightly reluctant to pick them up and place in a bin! Ed
AN ALMOST NORMAL VILLAGE EVENT !!

SEE REPORT ON PAGE 8
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It is with sadness that we report the recent deaths of three of our village residents .
Peter Martin of Filkins Hall died in June shortly after collapsing in his garden. His tall angular frame was a familiar sight on his regular walks to the Village Shop, and we send our
condolences to his daughters.
Bob Jones of the Gassons, died on July 28th after a short illness, he had been delighted
to win the Village Lottery in June.

Keith Slater of the Post House died suddenly on July 30th, and we send our condo-

lences to his wife Karen.
Robert Charles Jones
19th October 1935 – 28th July 2020
As you probably know Bob Jones battled hard after his stroke and was almost back to full
health when he collapsed in his garden and died a couple of days after. Here is a little
history of the man:Robert Charles Jones was known as Bobby or Bob as some called him. He was like a
piece of seaside rock, if you cut him in half he would have Filkins running right through

him. His father, Frank Jones hailed from Langford and married a Filkins girl, Nellie Swinford,
they lived in Hazels Lane where Bobby was born in 1935. They lived next door to the
Deaneys and Bobby went to Filkins school following on to Langford.
Bob is seen here in the front of the picture about 12 years old with his father at the rear.
During his life in Hazels Lane the memory Don Deaney has is of Bob playing football every
evening in the field which is now the Gassons. All the local boys would join in but sadly
they did not have a football so played with a rugby ball!
On leaving school Bob worked on the railway, he did track laying and another of his jobs
was keeping the signal lamps filled and trimmed. He worked at Fairford station moving to
Witney from which he left when he was called up for National Service, joining the Royal
Army Ordnance Corps. When he returned Don said he had become quite a recluse.
Bob took a job at Brize Norton as a storeman until he retired, then in 1981 he became a
founder member of the Swindon and Cricklade Railway and volunteered there for many2
years. He worked with Geoff Deaken and they raised over £100K by selling the old railway
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sleepers and the numerous chairs which came their way. There happened to
be three Bobs at this time so they called Bob Jones, ‘Laughing Bob’, as he
laughed like a donkey.
Bob moved from Hazels Lane to the Gassons in 2003 and it proved to be a very
good thing for him as he became quite involved in village life and attended the
community lunch, spent many a happy hour at the village shop and loved his
metal detecting. Brian Swales got Bob into computing so he used to research
the items he found and wrote down the details of date, what he thought it was
etc. Then he donated the pieces to the museum, and it was amazing just what
he dug up digging alongside Chris Maunder.
Bob will be missed by many in all different ways, he was a private person but a
true gentleman.
KEITH SLATER— The Post House
Keith died suddenly in Filkins on 30th July: he was 75. Keith played rugby
league, on the wing, for Wakefield Trinity, and still holds the record for the largest number of tries scored in a game. He came to Oxfordshire in 1995 to take
over the management of Early & Sons in Witney, where his wife Karen also
worked. After Early’s closed, Keith was engaged in numerous retail projects: indeed he never stopped, and on the day he died he was talking of ‘just one
more project’.

Saturday 12th September
We are delighted that the 2020 Oxfordshire Historic Churches Trust Ride
& Stride event has been given the green light!
Last year walkers, cyclists and horse riders raised an incredible £112,000
towards the upkeep of our beautiful Oxfordshire churches.
On Saturday September 12th 10am-6pm, participants will visit hundreds of churches
across Oxfordshire.
If you haven’t taken part before, it’s easy, fun and as laid back or energetic as you wish.
Family friendly cycle loops can be just a few miles long and take in some of our local
benefice churches from Filkins, to Broughton Poggs, Langford, Kencot and Broadwell,
up to Holwell and Westwell or down to Little Faringdon, Kelmscott, Alvescot and Shilton.
Social distancing rules will apply at churches, which means none of the usual refreshments will be on offer, so bring your own snacks and drinks. For thirsty riders, wonderful pubs such as the Bell at Langford, the Five Alls at Filkins and the Plough at Kelmscott
are conveniently located en route to keep you hydrated.
And for the more adventurous there are literally hundreds of participating churches right
across the county. Sign up and see the full list of churches at https://ohct.org.uk/ride-and
-stride
Sponsorship forms and details of how to take part online or email:
ashbycharlotte@gmail.com
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been earmarked for the work. A revised quote
for £32,000 has been received to include a new
ladies and gents toilet but Charlie Payne, who is
seeking a grant towards the work, said we have
Our estimable clerk produces detailed minutes
to have accessible toilets to be eligible for a
of each PC meeting which you can read on our grant, which hadn’t been included in the quote.
website. I merely try to update you between
This would probably cost another £1,500. Hopemeetings and before the minutes are agreed
fully, work would commence in January 2021 to
and published as to the general tenor of what
be finished for the swimming season in early
was said. If I skate over items about which you
May.
would prefer more information please refer to
the minutes. I try not to intrude my own personal Sadly the closure of the swimming pool due to
agenda into these notes and if I offend anyone covid has resulted in a loss of income this year to
by omissions or clumsy statements, I beg forthe village centre. Some swimming pool comgiveness.
mittee members wanted to re-open the pool
after 1st July and expert advice was sought. With
A long meeting tonight with much to be disthe stringent limit on the number of people alcussed so forgive any brevity of the agenda
lowed in the pool at any one time – one person
points. Little has been said about the new signper 3 sqm - worries about who would police
age in BP and Filkins apart from criticism of its
such limits, plus the fact lane-only swimming
size, which is in line with WODC recommendawould be allowed, together with the costs of
tions, and its visibility. Meanwhile the Gassons
lease – you may remember that WODC had
materials to allow the pool to open for what
leased the allotment to the village for 21 years – would be a very short season, led the trustees to
has now expired. A copy of the lease has been the conclusion that this wasn’t an option. With
sent to WODC as they have mislaid their copy
only 30 memberships actually coming from Filkins
but all our normal terms apply and WODC have and BP, and the other 400 memberships living
even issued their invoice. The PC has written 3
outside the villages, it was also felt that this
times to the council about the ramp by the Old
would bring more people into the village at a
Bull asking them to check it as some villagers are
vulnerable time for many locals. Councillor Irwinconcerned about its gradient and the fact it
opens directly out onto the road. But no one has Singer suggested opening the pool only for over
18 year old villagers but it was felt that the swimyet come out to check it. Yet another letter will
ming pool committee could not guarantee adbe sent.
herence to the rules, as well as the fact so few
Cemetery work agreed in previous meetings will villagers are now members. The PC agreed with
be undertaken by our new groundsman during the Swimming pool committee that the pool
the winter months. Meanwhile we noted the
should not re-open but concurred that more
keenness of villagers for the bus to restart, which talks with the health & safety expert were in orit has now done though with fewer passengers
der. As trustees of the village centre, the parish
due to social distancing. The telephone box
council is ultimately responsible.
which you may remember has been bought by
the village for £1 has had its telephony equipMoney has also been put aside for the playment removed. There have been various sugground upgrade but Councillor Irwin-Singer suggestions for future use: as a book library or a
gested we call a halt to spending until there is a
book swap/exchange with Tony and Tracy Colproposal from the Community Led Project about
lidge volunteering to put up shelves. More sugwhat the village wants to spend the money on.
gestions are invited before a final decision is
The ROSPA report did mention a couple of items
made. Councillor Jones is looking for volunteers
that need immediate attention, however.
to repaint it.

Parish council notes of meeting 23rd
July by Zoom

The PC is meeting with the Ernest Cook Trust in
Re the village centre refurbishment, which you
early September to discuss and see if the ECT
may remember has now been put back to 2021
might help.
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Continued/….
Among other discussions with the ECT is the horse chestnut trees and willows, the latter of
which need pollarding. And the kickabout field where it has been suggested that the
fenceline needs extending and repair with a gate inserted so that we can get a machine in to level the field.
Planning is always an interesting subject. Some prospective buyers are now showing the
PC their plans to see if there is any objection before lodging them with the council. It was
also noted that some listed building owners in the village may not realise that listed building consent for works also includes those in the garden so new garden sheds or replacements which are substantially different or larger have to have listed building consent.
Councillor Irwin-Singer suggested that the PC revise its planning policy and upload to the
website which was agreed.
It's generally agreed that the groundsman is doing a good job but his equipment may
not be up to scratch so an allocation was made for a new mower which has now been
purchased.
The clerk applied to WODC for a grant for charitable rate relief for the village centre, as
the village hall had successfully received a grant, but was turned down. This was on the
basis of loss of earnings from the swimming pool, which last year brought in about £7,000.
We continue to look for avenues to increase our income. The WODC is, however, refunding our rates, paid in April, of £829.44.
The Bund needs reviewing this year. WODC donated £1,000 towards work on the bund
which has already been partially used.
The next meeting is on 7th September, and the following meeting has been changed to
4th November not the 5th as earlier stated
Noelle Walsh

SWINFORD MUSEUM - BELATED VJ CELEBRATION

Due to inclement weather the planned exhibition in the garden of 4 Burford
Road has been re-scheduled for the weekend of 5th/6th September.

Saturday 10.00 till 4.00 and Sunday 11 till 4.00
The usual booking arrangements apply and a one way system will be in operation. Take away refreshments will be available: soup and roll in the mornings or
cream tea in the afternoons at the nominal charge of £5.
As the Museum has been unable to open this season, we hope you will come
and support us by booking a slot. I look forward to welcoming you.
Diane Blackett: 01367 860504
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Swinford
Museum

It is surprising just what can be discovered while gardening and where the path will
take you. During the lockdown the McIntyres were tending their garden at Stable
Barn, Filkins when they discovered a small American dog tag with the name James V
Pieper on it. They kindly donated it to the museum and I carried out some research on the US Soldier.
For a start James probably would have got into awful trouble for
losing it but it did enable me to discover his granddaughter who
is living in St Louis Missouri, thus began a succession of e mails.
Jim Pieper was born in 1923 in Illinois to an American mother and
father, Herman and Gertrude. Like his father James was skilled in the
manufacture of professional and scientific apparatus. This would tie
in with him being at Filkins because during the second world war
Bradwell Grove Hospital (now Bradwell Village) was built as a transit
camp for troops and later used as a receiving base for casualties,
mostly American. Used for a while after the war as the Royal Marines
School of Music, the lease was eventually taken by the NHS and
opened as a mental handicap (learning disability) hospital in 1952.
James was assigned to the European Theatre spending time in
England and Belgium. He was part of a medical unit with his military occupation listed as a ‘surgical technician working with cast
(application and removal) and orthopaedic mechanics.
He enlisted in Sept 1943 but was discharged in April 1946 from an
illness contracted in the line of duty. He suffered from acute nasopharyngitis, which is the swelling of the nasal passages and back of
the throat. In lay man’s terms it was an acute cold one could think
possibly due to the plaster dust used in making the casts!
James died in 1992 and I wonder if he found Filkins as peaceful and
beautiful as I do, but in 1944 maybe it was not!
Diane Blackett, Custodian
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PRODUCE SHOW
2020
Oh my goodness, I am
probably on a postshow high, but what a
day! Wednesday was
lovey, and the St Filica team erected
three marquees with their usual efficiency and high spirits only to be reminded
by Andy that Thursday’s forecast included gusts of 35 or some such, he who
knew what statistics meant said we were
in for ‘some very high winds’. Nothing
daunted, the team over roped the gazebos and inserted some high tension retainers. Andy had a slightly sleepless
night listening to the gales and drove to
work in the morning, almost closing his
eyes as he passed the Paddock in case
the tents had migrated to Lechlade! But
no, come 2 o’clock on Friday we were
able to put up tables, paper them and
set out the show, in gusty winds and torrential rain we fought to get as much
ready as possible.

perb! Huge calculations, computations
and general markings gave rise to our
cup winners:
Vegetable:
David Pitcher
Flower:
Fiona Cowburn
Fruit:
Pat Gibson
Floral Art:
Sandra Yates
Cookery:
Pauline Care
Craft:
Fiona Cowburn
Children:
Monty Genge
Jackson Memorial Trophy : David Pitcher
(most classes entered):
Museum Cup: Fiona Cowburn
(highest points scored)

Saturday dawned bright, still windy and
a tad damp, but masked and socially
distanced we watched as the tables
quickly filled with the most magnificent
display of fruit, flowers, vegetables et al.
Our judges were taxed, they reported
such a high standard this year that decisions were extremely difficult.
The weather Gods were certainly smiling
on Filkins. Having rousted the lovely Simon Sparks early in the morning to adjust
the tension straps and move them into a
less intrusive position to avoid ‘ trip hazzard’ and rising gusts, we were under
way for exhibitors to do their worst!
Come 11.30 when the last tardy lot were
expelled, the judging began, and what
a task! I cannot thank our judges and
stewards enough for their stalwart work, it
is not an easy billet and they were su-

Thank you for all the kind comments, we
have received and the expressed liking
for the ‘outdoor’ nature of the Show: the
light was beautiful in the tents and a real
feeling of ‘village fete’ was inculcated,
but we were blessed with the weather
and that can’t be banked on! A HUGE
thank you to St Filica for a fantastic erection team and everyone who made our
show possible…during a lockdown the
village held an event we could all take
part in and be proud of, VIVA FILKINS!!!
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Over the Garden Wall
I have said many times how lucky we are to live in our lovely, community-minded village. As we
walk about the village or talk with our neighbours, we have the opportunity to look over walls and
admire other people’s gardens. With permission from the owners of the gardens for the photographs reproduced here, Gardening Club members hope you enjoy them. (please note these
can be seen in full colour on the St Filica website)

Thank you members and garden
owners, I am sure we will look with
new eyes as we walked around the
village. Lucille
Lucille68@btnternet.com
Complete with Barn Owl if you
can spot it!
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Hedgehog Blog
Immortalised by Beatrix Potter, the iconic hedgehog is woven into our culture.
However, Erinaceus europaeus is in trouble, this month they were added to
the Mammal Society red list, meaning they are at risk of extinction. We can all
do our bit to help as they struggle with habitat loss and finding enough of their
natural diet. If you want to encourage hedgehogs or already have prickly
pals visiting, it’s vital to provide the right food.
The ideal food is dry cat/kitten biscuits where the first ingredient listed is some
form of meat. Hedgehogs have small mouths, so cat kibble is the perfect size.
You can also offer wet meaty cat or dog food (ideally wheat/cereal free). If
you’re worried about other animals eating the food, you can create a
hedgehog feeding station. They’re cheap and simple to make, details from
the ‘feeding’ page of this useful website www.hedgehogcabin.info Always
put out plenty of fresh water, in these very hot days it can be a lifesaver. Bowls
for food and water should be shallow, heavy and straight sided.
A word of warning. I was shocked to discover that the production of wildlife
food is unregulated; manufacturers can put whatever they like in it. Many of
the expensive so called hedgehog ‘foods’ are of no nutritional value and
what’s worse, they contain items that are potentially very harmful to hedgehogs. NEVER feed hedgehogs milk, any sort of nuts, dried fruit, sunflower
hearts, seeds or mealworms. They will eat them because they are attractive
to hedgehogs, but they are all dangerous. Some contribute to the fatal condition metabolic bone disease or lead to tooth decay and starvation. Cat biscuits are much better, cheaper and easier to get. The mainstay of their natural diet is crunchy insects and caterpillars, so keeping your garden chemical
free with piles of logs, leaves and twigs
will encourage insects. It also provides
the sort of areas where hedgehogs will
build nests. And to bust a common
hedgehog myth - they only eat slugs if
they are desperate (and who can blame
them) - it goes without saying that slug
pellets will kill the hog as well as the slug.
We are now visited by a group of five
hedgehogs who graze between us and
our neighbours. I’m fascinated by these
delightful creatures (the hedgehogs, but
I’m very fond of our neighbours too) and
Travels in Georgia 2019
frankly I’ve become a hedgehog nerd.
Feel free to get in touch if you’d like
more hog info! Reliable sources of advice are www.britishhedghehogs.org.uk
and www.valewildlife.org.uk/hedgehogs. We also have a wonderful local rescue centre in Minster Lovell www.minsterhedgies.co.uk. Perhaps we will hear
the patter of tiny hoglet feet in the future.
Alexis Thompson alexis15@me.com
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Indian Scrambled Eggs with Naan (or Toast) – Recipe serves 2
No picture for this recipe as it tastes far better than it photographs!
This recipe may be familiar to Times readers as I took it from one of the magazines
quite recently – but I feel it is my duty to share it with everyone who may not have
seen it.. tried it.. heard of it.. because it is SO GOOD! I must admit my initial reaction
was ‘I am not sure I fancy this in the morning’ but believe me, it is mild, extremely
tasty and makes for a superb breakfast on toast. I would also serve this for supper
with the Naan.
Ingredients
Olive Oil or Ghee for cooking
1 onion finely chopped
4 eggs
1 tsp cumin seeds
1 tsp ground turmeric
1 garlic clove, grated

2 tomatoes, roughly chopped
Handful freshly chopped coriander
Sea salt and freshly ground pepper
2 Naans or slices of toast to serve
Dried chilli flakes to serve
Chutney to serve (optional.. perhaps not for breakfast!)
Method

Whisk the eggs in a bowl and set aside.
On a medium heat, heat a generous glug of oil or large knob/pat of ghee in a medium non-stick frying pan. When hot, add the chopped onion and let it sizzle and
soften for approx. 5 minutes.
Add the cumin and turmeric and cook for a further minute.
Add the garlic and tomatoes, stir well and cook for a further minute.
Remove the pan from the heat briefly and add the eggs, mix well, then return to
the heat and scramble for a further few minutes. It might seem a bit odd to begin
with as the onion mix makes it seem like it is extremely runny but it suddenly starts to
look cooked but don’t overcook as it will never look quite like normal scrambled
eggs. Once the eggs are ready remove from the heat, season and fold through
the chopped coriander. Generously sprinkle with the chilli flakes. Serve with toast
or warm Naan and Chutney on the side if you like. ENJOY!
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Village Hall Lottery Winner
AUGUST: Sue &Alan Ashforth-Smith
Congratulations and thank you

Ena has now formally handed in her
notice to the Post Office, and will retire on the 9th October. We owe her
huge thanks for serving our needs, in
various village premises over a long
number of years and she will be sadly
missed. The importance of a village
PO cannot be overstated, the powers
that be will not be very active in finding a replacement, so it is up to us; if
you, or anyone you know would be
interested in the position - it involves
about 18 hours per week, please contact Ena in the first instance and she
can give more details of what is involved.
860620

During post office hours

860418

at home

Volunteer Doctor & Hospital Runs
In the first instance those requiring a
lift should call Theo Hodges on 07711
066155 and she will put you in touch
with a driver. If Theo is for any reason
unavailable, then please call either
Freda Shrouder on 07557 048667 or
01367 860053 or else Charlie Payne on
07810 158558 or 01367 860529.
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PAROCHIAL CHURCH COUNCIL NEWS
We are currently in the process of agreeing a
date for our ANNUAL CHURCH PAROCHIAL
MEETING, likely to happen in the open air at the
end of September or beginning of October. You
may not know we need to close the Church electoral roll some two weeks prior to the meeting
so if you would like to be included on the roll and
vote at the meeting, please contact Gill Pagett
on gill.pagett@btinternet.com or on 860968. To
check if you are already on there please visit either of the churches where an up to date list is
always available.
We will publish the date once agreed.
Sally Peach
PCC Secretary

BBC programme - ‘Murder Mystery
and My Family’
Not many people get the chance
to right a wrong, but Peter and I
were given the opportunity recently, when we were allowed to do
just that.
In 1884 Peter’s great, great uncle,
Joseph Lowson was hanged for
murdering a policeman.
Nothing is ever as clear cut as it
seems, so you may be interested to
watch the programme to see how
things pan out.
You can see it on Catch Up on
Thursday 30th July on BBC1
Diane Blackett
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11.00 - 4.00

Morning
10 -11

Afternoon
3-4

Tuesday

8.30 -12.30

10 –11

3 –4

Wednesday

closed

Thursday

9.00 - 12.30

10 –12

3 –4

Friday

1.30 - 4.30

10 –11

3 –4

Saturday

closed

10 –11

3 –4

Sunday

closed

10 –11

Day
Monday

3 –4

01367 860 620

01367 860 239

Please note NEW shop hours from September 1st !
No Wednesday morning or Sunday
afternoon
Got it?
Green
/ Recycling
Green/recycling

Grey / Household
grey/household

Raise a smile...
Hedgehogs—why can’t they just share the hedge?

October Deadline: 22nd September:
stfilica@mail.com
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